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• High-temperature synthesis of CNTs in
gas phase pyrolysismethod has been in-
vestigated.

• The CNTs transform from single-walled
to multi-walled, with an increase of
amorphous impurities at elevated
temperature.

• The CNT quality increases at higher tem-
perature, indicated by a higher Raman
IG/ID ratio.

• The catalyst efficiency is highest at 1400
°C with 1 g Fe producing 5.1 g CNT.
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In this study, carbon nanotubes were synthesized at high temperature (1150–1500 °C) using the substrate-free
gas phase pyrolysis method. The CNT sock morphology, CNT structure, impurity, process yield and growth effi-
ciency at high temperatures were investigated. It was found that the CNTs transform from single-walled to
multi-walled nanotubes at elevated temperature. The amount of amorphous impurities increases with higher
temperature, possibly due to an increased non-catalytic decomposition of hydrocarbons. However the CNT qual-
ity increases, as indicated by a higher Raman spectroscopy IG/ID ratio. The process yield increase by two folds at
higher temperature (1500 °C) compared to a lower temperature (1200 °C), but the catalyst efficiency is highest at
1400 °Cwith 1 g Fe producing 5.1 g CNT. The calculated carbon conversion rate is lower than 4%. The CNT growth
is not limited by the availability of carbon around the catalyst, instead of by the availability of active catalyst par-
ticles. Based on a pristine CNT sheet, the measured electrical conductivity is highest at 1400 °C, due to a balance
between impurities and CNT quality. The tensile strength of the CNT sheet increases with the temperature, pos-
sibly because of the “gluing” effect of the carbonaceous impurities.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
J.Schulz@uc.edu (M. Schulz).
1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have found applications in various engi-
neering fields such as electronics [1], composites [2,3], biosensors [4],
and energy storage [5]. There are large efforts toward their commercial-
ization [6–8]. Among different CNT synthesis methods, gas phase
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pyrolysis method (floating catalyst method) has been widely used both
in academia [9–15] and industry [16,17]. It holds high promise for large
scale commercialization of nano material sheet and yarn. In the gas
phase pyrolysis synthesis method, relatively lower temperature (500–
1000 °C) is used to produce multi-walled nanotube (MWNT) arrays
on silica substrates or on the reactor walls [18,19].Whereas higher tem-
perature (1150–1500 °C) is usually employed for aerogel-like CNT sock
(cylindrical web of nanotubes) productionwithout substrate, which is a
critical link directly bridging the nanoscale CNTs with macroscale CNT
yarn and sheets [20,21]. For sock formation, the high synthesis temper-
ature could be critical for fast growth rate and long CNTs, which helps
keep the CNTs away from the reactor wall and form an entangled
aerogel-like sock [22].

It is generally accepted that high-temperature synthesis methods
produce CNTs of better quality. MWNTs produced from the chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) method at a relatively lower temperature of
600–1000 °C contain more defects than nanotubes produced from
other high-temperature methods because the lower temperature
doesn't allow any structural rearrangements [23]. For the arc discharge
method, the high temperature plasma can provide in-situ defect healing
effect [24]. Guo et al. [25] found that in the laser ablation process the
CNT yield and quality of MWNTs decline as the oven temperature de-
creases from 1200 °C to 900 °C, and defects became increasingly
prevalent.

There are several studies of the temperature effect on the substrate-
based gas phase pyrolysismethod forMWNTarray production. The syn-
thesis temperature influences the CNT growth rate, the size of the cata-
lyst particle and thus the diameter of the CNTs. The diameter of the CNT
was found to increasewith higher synthesis temperature [26]. The aver-
age CNT diameter may also change nonlinearly with temperature. For
example it has been observed that the CNT diameter increases from
550 °C to 850 °C, and then decreases till 900 °C [27]. Kim et al. [28] ob-
served that the CNT diameter stays constant at synthesis temperature
from 600 to 900 °C. Xiang et al. [29] found that the CNT growth rate is
highest at moderate synthesis temperature (820 °C), which decreases
at higher temperatures. These varying resultsmay originate from the in-
teraction of the catalyst particle with the substrate, where catalyst coa-
lescence and diffusion occurs. For substrate-free gas phase pyrolysis
process, there should be more definitive results due to the absence of
catalyst-substrate interaction.

Despite the wide use of substrate-free gas phase pyrolysis method
for synthesizing aerogel-like CNT sock, there is little study at the higher
temperature end (N1300 °C). Most of the studies operate at synthesis
temperature around 1250 °C or lower [30–35], although a higher tem-
perature is mentioned possible for successful CNT synthesis [36–39].
There is no detailed report regarding temperature effect on the
aerogel-like sock synthesis method, especially at higher temperatures
(N1300 °C). In this study, we systematically investigated the effect of
synthesis temperature (1150 °C to 1500 °C) on the aerogel-like sock sys-
tem, including sock formation and morphology, CNT growth efficiency,
quality of the synthesized CNTs, properties of macroscale sheet, and
process yield. The obtained results provide insights on the process
mechanism and scale-up capabilities.
Fig. 1. Schematic of the e
2. CNT synthesis and sample characterization methods

The details of the CNT synthesis setup can be found in our previous
publication [20]. In the experiment the feedstock is composed of meth-
anol (90 vol%, Fisher Scientific), hexane (10 vol%, Fisher Scientific), fer-
rocene (1wt%, Sigma-Aldrich) and thiophene (0.3 vol%, Sigma-Aldrich).
This feedstock is injected into the high temperature furnace (Fig. 1) at a
rate of 32 ml/h, and argon is used as carrier gas at 1200 sccm. The
aerogel-like CNT sock is synthesized at atmospheric pressure inside a
ceramic tube and subsequently collected on a drum inside a harvest
box to produce the CNT sheet.

The samples were characterized using a Renishaw in via Raman
spectroscope, with an argon laser of 514 nm wavelength and R-type
laser of 785 nm wavelength. The Raman data was collected on multi
spots of the as-prepared CNT samples, N20 scans are obtained for each
sample and the average is used for the data analysis. A Netzsch
STA409 thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) analyzer has been used to
characterize the samples. As-prepared CNT samples with the weight
of above 10 mg are used in the experiment, which were heated up
from room temperature to 1000 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min in 100 ml/min
of air. An FEI CM20 transmission electron microscope (TEM) and FEI
XL30 scanning electron microscope (SEM) have been used for imaging
the samples. The electrical conductivity has been measured using a
Jandel RM3000 four probe system. The tensile strength of CNT sheet
was determined using an Instron machine, with a gauge length of
23.5 mm, and width of 2 mm at 1 mm/s extension rate.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. CNT sock morphology

We observed that the CNT sock could not form at a temperature of
1150 °C. There are unorganized CNT webs formed inside the reactor at
1150 °C, but the aerogel-like sock could not be assembled. For our reac-
tor, the sock could form in the temperature range from 1200 °C to 1500
°C. The highest temperature is limited by the capability of the furnace.
The aerogel-like sock is less stable at 1200 °C, which occasionally sticks
to the wall of the ceramic tube. With the increase of synthesis tempera-
ture, the sock becomes darker and flows out more smoothly (Fig. 2).
This is due to the increased amount of CNTs synthesized at a higher tem-
perature, which can be qualitatively characterized by the process yield.
The process yield and efficiency will be discussed further in a later
section.

3.2. CNT structure

The synthesized CNTs are a combination of single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs). At
higher temperature, there is an increase of CNT diameter, indicated by
more MWNTs in the TEM images (Fig. S1). Due to the limitation of the
TEM machine, the exact diameter is beyond our system's capability.
The transition from SWNT to MWNTs can be further confirmed by the
reduced radial breathing mode (RBM) signals in Raman spectra. At
xperimental setup.



Fig. 2.Morphologies of CNT sock at different temperatures: (a) 1200 °C, less amount of CNTs and thin aerogel-like sock; (b) 1300 °C; (c) 1400 °C; (d) 1500 °C, increased amount of CNTs and
dense aerogel-like sock.
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higher temperature (N1300 °C) the RBM signals drop significantly (Fig.
3), which indicates the reduction of the SWNTs percentage in the sam-
ple. The SWNT diameter is calculated using the RBM frequencies (see
Section 1 of Supporting information). There is one dominant diameter
(0.86 nm) in the 514 nm spectra and two dominant diameters
(0.83 nm and 0.95 nm) in the 785 nm spectra. Several minor peaks
also exist, which have an intensity much smaller than the dominant
peaks.

The transition from SWNTs to MWNTs while increasing the synthe-
sis temperature could be caused by the larger catalyst particles at a
higher temperature. Iron atoms are released from ferrocene decomposi-
tion. Their diffusion and coagulation determine the size of the catalyst
particle. At higher temperatures, the catalyst particles have a higher col-
lision frequency [40], which can cause the increase of the average cata-
lyst diameter.

3.3. CNT purity and quality

The purity of different CNT samples can be roughly compared under
SEM (Fig. S2 and S3). At higher temperature (N1300 °C), the amount of
large cluster impurities (~350 nm) reduces, meanwhile there is an in-
creased number of small impurities (~50 nm). These impurities are be-
lieved to be catalyst particles with amorphous carbon or curly MWNTs.
The impurity level can be further evaluated by TGA analysis. Different
burning events can be observed from the TGA curves (Fig. 4). The amor-
phous impurities burn out first at a temperature below 400 °C, followed
by twomain oxidation events at ~520 °C and ~660 °C. These two events
possibly correspond to SWNTs and MWNTs oxidation respectively. The
separated burning events for two types of CNTs were also observed by
another group [22]. Accurate determination of the percentage of
SWNTs andMWNTs is challenging because the oxidation events happen
in a range and different burning events overlap. The amount of
Fig. 3. RBM peaks with calculated SWNT diamet
amorphous impurities increases from 2.33% at 1200 °C to 8.56% at
1500 °C (Table S3). This can be caused by the non-catalytic decomposi-
tion of hydrocarbons at elevated temperature, which introduces more
amorphous impurities as by-products.

From the Raman spectra (Fig. 5), several conclusions can be made.
There is an obvious decrease of the D peak at a higher temperature, in-
dicating a decrease in defects and graphitic impurities. In consideration
of the larger amount of amorphous impurities at a higher temperature,
there should be a large increase of CNT quality in order to mask the in-
fluence of the amorphous impurities. The IG/ID ratio almost increases by
N200%, from 1150 °C to 1500 °C (Fig. 6). This shows that CNTs of better
quality with fewer defects can be obtained from higher temperature.
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the G peak decrease with
increasing temperature (Table S2), due to the increased uniformity of
the synthesized high-quality material.

The electron microscopy imaging, Raman, and TGA results reveal
that at a higher temperature, amorphous impurities increase, yet the
CNTs have better quality in graphitic structure. Moreover there is a par-
tial transition from SWNTs to MWNTs at elevated synthesis
temperature.

3.4. Growth efficiency and process yield

The collected CNT sock is composed of amorphous impurities, CNTs
and catalyst particles. The CNT mass in the sock can be estimated by
subtracting the mass of the amorphous impurities and the residual cat-
alyst. With these experimental data, the carbon conversion rate (CCNT/
Cfeedstock) and iron conversion rate (FeCNT/Fefeedstock) can be calculated
(Table S5). The carbon conversion rate is considerably low at all temper-
ature levels. Most of the carbon (N96%) escaped from the reactor in the
formof by-product carbonaceous gas alongwith the carrier gas. The car-
bon conversion rate increases from 0.91% at 1200 °C to 3.53% at 1500 °C
er. (a) 514 nm laser, and (b) 785 nm laser.



Fig. 4. Representative TGA curves of CNT synthesized at different temperatures: (a) 1200 °C; (b) 1300 °C; (c) 1400 °C; (d) 1500 °C.
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(Fig. 7). A relatively lower temperature (b1000 °C) has been used in
substrate-based gas phase pyrolysis methods to synthesize MWNT
array [18,19], which indicates the temperature of 1200 °C is high
enough to decompose the hydrocarbon, releasing enough carbon for
CNT growth. The CNT growth is not limited by the availability of carbon
around the catalyst, instead it is limited by the number of active catalyst
particles. The increased carbon conversion rate at higher temperature
should be due to more active catalyst particles or faster CNT growth
rate, which converts more carbon into CNTs.

Looking at the iron conversion rate, it increases significantly from
31.77% at 1200 °C to 85.04% at 1500 °C (Fig. 7). This means a significant
amount of iron particles are “lost” during the synthesis and don't end up
in the sock, especially at a lower temperature. There are two
Fig. 5. Raman plot of samples synthesized at different temperatures: (a) 514 nm laser
possibilities, the catalyst particles either deposit on the wall of the ce-
ramic tube or escape from the reactor with the carrier gas. Indeed we
observed a large amount of catalyst particles coating on the reactor
wall after heating the reactor in air to clean the ceramic tube (Fig. S5).
The deposition doesn't occur in the middle high-temperature growth
zone, instead the catalyst deposits on the low-temperature inlet and
outlet regions. This might be caused by a thermophoretic repulsion
force which prevents the nanoparticles and CNTs from depositing on
the reactor wall in the high-temperature synthesis zone [41]. The cata-
lyst particles can also be transported out along with the carrier gas,
without being incorporated inside the sock. We have observed CNT
webs attached to the sidewalls of the harvest box under stable sock for-
mation, which indicates that smaller CNTs and thus catalyst particles
data normalized to the G peak; (b) 785 nm laser data normalized to the G peak.



Fig. 8. CNT yield and catalyst efficiency factor (carbon output per unitmass Fe) at different
synthesis temperatures.

Fig. 6. Raman IG/ID ratio at different temperatures.
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can escape from the sock. Thus it is highly possible that small catalyst
particles and short CNTs travel out of the reactor, either through the po-
rous sock or more possibly through the gap between the sock and the
reactor wall.

Accurately separating these two effects is difficult, however there is
evidence that the particle escaping mechanism might dominate in our
process. It has been shown that the catalyst deposition mainly happens
around the inlet and outlet region of the reactor tube. The temperature
change in these zones at different synthesis temperatures (1200 °C–
1500 °C), is not expected to vary significantly due to the low thermal
conductivity of the ceramic tube. There is no doubt the temperature
around tube inlet and outlet will increase at higher temperature, but
this increase is not able to explain the two thirds decrease of the lost
iron at 1500 °C. Hence we conclude that the main reason for the higher
iron conversion rate at increased temperature is due to fewer catalyst
particles escaping the sock. The exact mechanism is not clear and
needs further study, however we suggest that it is caused by more ac-
tive catalyst particles and longer CNTs at a higher temperature. We
have already observed that there is a transition from SWNTs to
MWNTS at higher temperatures, which indicates the average catalyst
particle size increases at elevated temperature. This shift of the catalyst
size is believed to contribute to the greater amount of iron in the CNT
sock. Another contributing factor is longer CNTs synthesized at a higher
temperature. It is generally agreed that at higher temperature the hy-
drocarbon decomposition and CNT nucleation could happen at a higher
rate, which leads to faster growth rate and longer CNTs in the aerogel-
like CNT sock. With longer CNTs at higher temperatures, the sock
Fig. 7. Process efficiency: (a) Carbon (CNT) and iron conversion rate a
becomes denser and looks darker (Fig. 2). Thus shorter CNTs and inac-
tive catalyst particles will have a lower chance of escaping the CNT
sock. By using a linear and second order polynomial regression fit, a
range between 1551 °C to 1605 °C is predicted as the threshold temper-
ature at which the iron particles will be totally incorporated in the CNT
growth (Fig. 7). In reality it is impossible to achieving 100% iron conver-
sation rate, because there will always be a small amount of particles de-
positing on the wall or escaping the reactor.

It was observed that the CNT yield (g/h) is higher at elevated tem-
perature, increasing from 0.10 g/h at 1200 °C to 0.37 g/h at 1500 °C
(Fig. 8 and Table S4). Although the total iron from the feedstock stays
unchanged, the yield almost increases linearly with temperature,
which can be caused by eithermore CNTs or longer CNTs. At higher tem-
perature there are more catalyst particles incorporated in the sock
(Table S4), thus nucleating more CNTs. Meanwhile, higher molecular
energy may activate a faster growth rate, leading to longer CNTs. Both
effects are likely at a higher temperature, which together contribute to
the greater yield.

Using themass of the CNT and iron catalyst particles, the carbon out-
put per unit mass of iron can be calculated (CCNT/Fesock), which is de-
fined as the catalyst efficiency factor. Initially the catalyst efficiency
increases with higher temperature, which reaches the highest value at
1400 °C, where 1 g Fe nucleates 5.12 g CNTs. When the synthesis tem-
perature increases to 1500 °C, the catalyst efficiency factor drops to
4.55. This decrease could be caused by the incorporation of shorter
CNTs and inactive catalyst particles as discussed before, which lowers
the ratio of the mass of CNT to the mass of the iron.
t different temperatures; (b) lost iron at different temperatures.



Fig. 9. CNT sheet properties at different temperatures: (a) conductivity, (b) tensile strength.
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To better understand the process mechanism, an advanced model is
needed to investigate the thermophortic force and particle deposition.
Moreover not all the iron catalyst inside the sock contribute to the
CNT growth [9,36]. We speculate the percentage of iron inside the
sock nucleating CNTs will vary at different temperatures. The total
iron inside the sockhas been used in our previous analysis. Though chal-
lenging, a more accurate estimation of the active iron percentage inside
the sock at different synthesis conditions will provide better data to in-
vestigate the process mechanism.

3.5. Mechanical and electrical properties

CNT sheet samples are collected at different temperatures, which are
used for mechanical strength and electrical conductivity measurement
(Fig. 9). The conductivity of the CNT sheet is measured using a Jandel
RM3000 linear four-probe sheet resistance measurement system with
probe separation of 1 mm. All samples are densified using acetone to
achieve same compactness level. Square samples of 20 mm by 20 mm
have been used formeasurement. Themeasured sheet resistance values
have been converted to resistivity by multiplying the sample thickness.
Based on the measurement results, the CNT sheet at 1400 °C has the
highest conductivity. The electrical conductivity is related to the CNT
quality and amount of impurities. A balance of CNT quality and impurity
level at 1400 °C leads to the highest conductivity. Note that the catalyst
efficiency factor is also highest at 1400 °C. This observation suggests that
these two parameters are related to each other, although the exact
mechanism needs further investigation. The tensile strength is affected
by the CNT bundle strength and inter-bundle contacts, and it is found to
increase with the synthesis temperature. The existence of amorphous
impurities might have a large influence on the tensile strength. It is sug-
gested the carbonaceous deposits can link the CNT bundles together, in-
creasing the inter-bundle adhesion [42,43]. Considering the increase in
the amount of amorphous impurities and a decrease of the large clusters
at a higher temperature, we believe our results follow a similar mecha-
nism where the carbonaceous impurities “glue” the CNT bundles to-
gether to enhance the inter-bundle sliding, which leads to higher
tensile strength.

4. Conclusions

This study provides a detailed investigation of the synthesis of CNTs
with substrate-free gas phase pyrolysis method at high temperatures.
The CNTs were found to partially transform from SWNTs to MWNTs at
elevated temperature. Even though the amount of amorphous impuri-
ties increases with temperature, the CNT quality improves in terms of
reduced graphitic defects. From the process yield and t efficiency analy-
sis, it is found the CNT growth is limited by the availability of active cat-
alyst particles, not by the availability of carbon around the catalyst. The
observed CNT structure and impurities have a different influence on the
tensile strength and electrical conductivity. The CNT sheet has a highest
electrical conductivity at 1400 °C, because of a balance between the im-
purity level and CNT quality. The tensile strength increases with the
temperature, due to a dominant adhesion effect from the amorphous
contents.
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